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Recognize: While looking at your data, what are your initial thoughts/ feelings? What do you
notice?

Below are the definitions of dimensions and color key to assist with reflecting on data.

Definition of Dimensions:

Belonging: The sense of connectedness and trust needed to engage in co-constructing an equitable, thriving
local community and vibrant civil society. (Jagers et al., 2021; 2019)

Well being: A continuum of emotions ranging from positive to negative, coupled with mental, physical, and
social dimensions that stem from individual and communal strengths (Pollard & Lee, 2003)

Safety: Feeling intellectually, academically, emotionally, and physically safe in school environments that best
meet student needs (Crosby et al., 2018).

Anti-Bias/Anti-Racist:

Anti-Bias: Increasing an understanding of identity and differences and their value to an inclusive and just
society, and then actively challenge bias, discrimination, and injustice that we see in schools, communities, and
society. (Spiegler, 2021)

Anti-racist: Intentionally expressing an anti-racist idea or supporting an anti-racist policy with their actions.
(Kendi, 2021)

Color key for responses on data table.

Note: While data can provide many insights, it does not easily show the full reality and lived experience of
those it represents. Without an equity lens, conversations about data often lead to ‘one-size-fits-all’ solutions
that obscure biases and ignore differences in environment, identity, and culture. Data reflection should inform
decision-making that promotes equitable outcomes for all members of the school community.

https://www.aft.org/ae/summer2021/jagers_skoog-hoffman_barthelus_schlund
https://society-mag.com/goto/https://casel.s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com/CASEL-Gateway-Transformative-SEL-Toward-Service-of-Ed-Equity.pdf
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1023/A:1021284215801
https://doi.org/10.1080/00940771.2018.1488470
https://www.edweek.org/leadership/opinion-anti-bias-education-and-the-importance-of-teaching-about-systemic-oppression/2021/08
https://www.penguin.co.uk/books/440300/how-to-be-an-antiracist-by-kendi-ibram-x/9781847925992


Interrupt: Please respond to the following questions below after reviewing your data:

Write a summary of the data,

What trends or patterns are seen?

What data is missing?

Are some students experiencing campus culture and climate differently than other groups?

If participation rates are low, how can we support the site in May to get more participation?

Additional questions/ thoughts I have:

Repair: Possible Next Steps and/or Professional Learning Offerings:

How might this data inform our next steps?

Additional questions/ thoughts I have:

________________________________________________________________________________________

*If more detailed data/student voice is needed, we can offer empathy interviews (think about group of
students to interview)

Also, consider starting PLs with TSEL (Adult SEL)

Here is a link to the Google Form to request support from the Culture & Climate Team.
* Please select from the options below for the fill-in question : “Brief description of professional learning
requested.”

The Culture & Climate Team can support is a variety of ways:

-Sitewide Professional Learning -1:1 Support
-Grade Level Collaboration and Support -Empathy Interviews

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSf5qfujdJAT5KCswN1jeQakD60hntCmapVJ5saMNSCfynN7pQ/viewform


Small Group Collaboration and Support -Lesson Modeling/ Co-Teaching
Being a thought partner to Site Admin
Implementation Planning
and more.

Overall Schoolwide

Total Eligible Student
Enrollment 2022-2023

# of Survey Respondents
2022-2023

Overall Participation % Rate
2022-2023

168 140 83%

*does not include Opt Out students.

Data by Dimension and Group
-percent of students answering-

Overall Data by Domain/Dimension

Dimension Favorable Not Favorable

Safety 85% 15%

Belonging 88% 12%

Well Being 83% 17%

Anti Bias/Anti Racist 74% 26%



Data by Domain/Dimension by grade level participants responded favorable

Data by Question



Data by Question


